
 

Open Door Ministries Instagram (since hiring ClicOutdoor): 
- Total Stories: 250+ 

- Total Posts: 85+ 
- Total Impressions: 85,000+

- Total Reach: 67,000+


Open Door Ministries Facebook (since hiring ClicOutdoor): 
- Total Posts: 85+ 
- Total Stories: 10+

- Total Likes: Up 300+

- Along with this we have monitored and managed certain aspects of the FB page 

such as writing and editing the Page Story, questions, comments and others.


Instagram Direct Messages and Questions: 
- Our team has received and answered over 77 direct messages


Photoshoots and Videoshoots: 
- Our team (2 Staff) was present during the Run For The Door 5K and captured + 

edited over 100 photos

- Our team was present during the ODM Golf Tournament and captured + edited 

over 100 photos

- We have also been on campus 2-3 times shooting activity around the grounds, 

Street2Life, the school and more

- We have put together and posted 2 short videos, one of ODF and the other 

around the campus


In Person Meetings: 
- We have met once with David and Megan and naturally several times talking 

with Kenzie

- We have been to S2L several times gathering content, talking with John, picking 

up Team4Runner and ClicOutdoor Client shirts and more


Team4Runner Total Posts/Stories Mentioning @ODMdenver: 
Dedicated Stories: 20+


- Views: 60,000+ 

- Impressions: 64,000+

- Reach: 53,000+


Dedicated Posts: 4+

- Impressions: 120,000

- Reach: 90,000

- (all focused around S2L)




Example 1 : During the Run For The Door 5k, we shared and posted several stories 
capturing the event, promoting the event and re-sharing stories from @odmdenver

Example 2: Team4Runner has worked with S2L on 6+ T-Shirt designs, along with this 
we have shared and mentioned @ODMdenver and @Street2Life

Example 3: ClicOutdoors client, Bihler Americas has ordered and worked with 
Street2Life in the last 6 months, which is super cool for us to see! They are all the way 
in New Jersey and chose to work with ODM. Companies like these 
(@theperfectbungee) have also tagged and mentioned ODM in posts and stories


Thanks so much! 
We are happy to send any examples such as screenshots if that helps. Its beyond 
exciting to see the ODM social media world become more relevant, trending & up to 
date!  


